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EDITOEIAL.

In making its editorial bow to the
SALUTATOR-Y secondary mathematical public the

MATHEMATICAL SUPPLEMENT has no

apologies to offer, and for the reasions which follow.
Every teacher of secondary mathematics as well as every

student of the educational situation in the secondary school will
agree at once as to the reality of the problems of the secondary
mathematical teacher. For those actively engaged in teaching
high school mathematics and science no argument is needed to
prove the value of a closer coordination, of a eompleter unification
of these two important lines of work than exists in most of the
high school teaching of today. This need may therefore be taken
for granted.

As to the ways and means of bringing aJbout this desired
coordination in practice, however, there’ is legitimate ground for
difference of opinion. But there can be no great divergence of
views among practical teachers a,s to whether the wfzat and Jiow
of this coordination are to be answered at once or step by step,
or as to whether the solution is to be theoretical or practical in
its character. Few indeed who are familiar with our educational
past would expect these questions to be answered otherwise than
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gradually and. 001 other than a practical basis. It is, moreover,
safe to assume that not more than 10 per cent of our secondary
teachers of mathematics and science are so firmly wedded to
mathematical traditions and authority as to hesitate to reject the
antiquated and to replace it by the timely so soon as the latter has
been shown to be equally practicable; and more highly educative.
This is but another way of exercising the belief that the malady
of pedagogical rococo is not sapping the vitality and virility of
the scientific and mathematical member so’ seriously as it has
sapped other members of the educational organism.

Inasmuch as no educational journal in America, or indeed in
the English language, devotes itself exclusively to the province of
bringing together in its pages in a unified and systematic way
the results of actual attempts to improve secondary mathematical!
teaching through a closer correlation of both the matter and the
method of secondary science and mathematics the MATHEMATICAL
SUPPLEMENT is entering a, substantially unworke’d and unoccu-

pied field. It is not therefore pressing its claims for attention
upon a reading public whose’ time for reading is already overfilled
with professional claimants. The European teacher of secondary
mathematics has at his disposition a number of journals devoted
exclusively to the professional treatment of the practical problems
with which he is dealing. Most prominent among these are
UEnseignment Mafhematiques and Hoffmann^s Zeiischrift. A
European expert in secondary education once told the writer
that these journals on secondary mathematics were not only gen-
erally used by secondary teachers but that they were more helpful
to the active profession than wais even the textbook literature in
mathematics. American teachers generally can scarcely be said to
take their journals so seriously as this. > Perhaps this is because
the average American contributor to professional journals, does
not take the real problems of teaching to "heart so seriously as

does his European counterpart. At all ^events, the customary
American magazine treatment of dducational questions’ too fre-
quently�much mo’re frequently than is the case in Europe�bears
the ear-marks of haste, flippancy OT desire for eclat.

Be this as it may, however, no open-minded, thoughtful and
progressive American teacher would; think of trying to get on in
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his work without access to’ moist o’f the leading educational journals
which deal with his problemis. One is not doing his host, for the
reason that one cannot do his heist, without knowing what his

colleagues are doing and thinking concerning the burning ques-
tions of his time and profession. This is’ of course true of all
professions, hut it is true in a special sense of the teaching pro-
fession, if we may he permitted to speak of teaching as a profes-
sion. The SUPPLEMENT therefore makes so hold a,s to’ claim that
it was conceived and has originated in a real and timely profes-
sional need which is both deeply and widely felt hy the great
body of secondary mathematical teacher’s. It will be the unceas-

ing struggle of the editors of SCHOOL SCIENCE and of the MATHE-
MATICAL SUPPLEMENT to keep the pages of these papers�for they
are in reality two papers in one�sacred to’ the needs of the sec-
ondary teachers of science and mathematics. To this end the
SUPPLEMENT asks the hearty cooperation of every teacher of
secondary mathematics whose pedagogical nerve is still sufficiently
sensitive to enable him either to feel or to diagnose a real need.
Contrary to the statements of miany persons partially familiar
with the situation as to secondary teaching, the editors believe
that teachers of science and mathematics are more open-minded,
alert and progressive than most other teachers, and that practical
contributions bearing on the correlation, of mathematics and science
will be plentifully forthcoming. In the event of a surfeit our
readers will get the very best.

^ - . � ,� ., A criticism frequently
CorrelaLtion of MaLthe- , -, . , -n, ^ . . heard and most generally
matics and Science in . . . �& . ’,,, ^

, c i^ i recognized as forceful againstthe Secondary School &
, � ,. , °

-current mathematical teach-
ing in the secondary ’ school comes from teachers of science.

Their claim is that after students have gone through a year of
geometry and a year of algebra and show considerable facility in
handling the more or less cut-and-dried problems arid equations
of the mathematical texts, they fail utterly in the power to grasp
.the mathematical factors in the ’simplest quantitative problem?
of their science work and are hopelessly incapable of selecting
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from the mass of undigested principles of mathematics they have
been storing "up, such particular principles as clarify, relate and
organize the difficulties of any real problem called for in science.
This is furthermore claimed to be true of mathematical pupils
even after the scientific notions and nomenclature are fully com-

prehended by them. If this arraignment is just in the measure
set forth in these statements, it will be difficult to convince
students of the secondary school situation much longer that the
results justify continuing algebra,, geometry and physic’s in the
front rank of claimants for time on the secondary school program,
which the recent very careful analysis of Mr. Bonser of the State
University has shown to be the case in the secondary schools of
Illinois.

But making all due allowances for overdrawing the difficulties
on the part of the science’ teacher, and for’ legitimate forgetting
on the pupil’s part, there still remains a core of truth in the
arraignment that cannot be gainsaid. It i’s believed that the chief
reason for the weaknesses of the present mathematical product lies
in the too great isolation of the essentially cognate lines of study in
the secondary school. The reason which appeals most strongly to
the secondary pupil for the study of mathematics is that he must
have it for his science. Mathematical teachers may dilate upon
the beauty of logical perfection, the disciplinary value of mathe-
matical thinking, the ethical value of the demonstrably true, the
inestimable value of mathematics in later life; nevertheless the
immediate demands of the right sort of physics, chemistry, etc.,
are to the student more real and more cogent, because more
immediate, than any other reason, no matter how forcefully the
former reasons may appeal to the teacher. At his stage of mental
maturity the secondary pupil can at best look upon the former
more abstract reasons as but secondary, easily replaceable by the
values of other studies.

The most effective way then of bringing to bear upon the life
of the pupil whatever value, or values, mathematical and science
study have for him is through the organic unifying of the mathe-
matical and allied scientific lines’ of work, now commonly carried
on as isolated and not even as parallel lines of work through the
high school course. This correlation must not be a mere inter-
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locking, interrelating or dovetailing of courses; it must be an

organic unifying of subjects which are bound, together in their

very nature and which have been separated only for artificial
reasons. The final product must not be merely a coherent course,
it must be an organic unity.

But all this is more easily said than done. It is not believed
that such a unifying of course’s at present quite distinct, without

overstraining on the side of mathematics or of science, either of
which would be alike fatal, without a painstaking, thorough-going
and concerted effort of all teachers of all lines of study concerned.
Many things must be tried with patient persistence and with
steady continuity. M’any attempts must fail. A few will succeed
and pave the way for more. With perfect openmindedness the
failures must be discarded and with steady courage the successful
results must and will be adopted. So much then by way of
clearing the ground for an attack upon the problem of finding a
clo’ser correlation of the mathematical and allied subjects of the
secondary school.

As a definite step in the direction of attack, teachers of sec-
ondary science subjects everywhere are requested to send to us fo’r
publication as fast a,s we can find space for them, long or short
articles on the question of what kind and amount of mathematical
teaching would, best fit students for their science wo’rk. A period
of criticism and iconoclasm must be followed by a creative period,
else the image breaking amounts to’ but little. Mr. Science
Teacher, you say we secondary teacher’s of mathematics have not
been giving you what you want. We believe you are correct, for
even we ourselves are not satisfied with our p’roduct. N"ow be
good enough to tell us precisely what you want and we agree to
set about an earnest effort to ^deliver-the goods.^

Without a knowledge of the point of view of the science
teacher who believes in the use of mathematics in his science
teaching, the teacher of mathematics must grope toward the goal
of better teaching along a zigzag course, whereas with this knowl-
edge he might fly directly thither. Let us have an armistice of

critieism^s destructive warfare and let us fill it with a concert
of constructive effort directed toward the mutual betterment of
both science and mathematics in the secondary school!


